
Summer Homework  for  AP Environmental Science 2018-2019      
 
Important: 
Go to the library and get a copy of the textbook: AP Environmental Science for AP by Friedland, 
Relyea, and Courard-Hauri. 
 
Assignment #1: Read the book Never Cry Wolf by Farley Mowat (used or new on Amazon is 
best bet) and answer these questions in a short essay (typed, single-spaced, one page maximum). 
 

 Give a brief summary of the book. In this summary be sure to address these questions… 
 

1. Why did Farley Mowat title the book Never Cry Wolf? 
 

2. Why did Farley Mowat write the book? 
 

3. Who was Farley Mowat? 
 

Having read the book Never Cry Wolf, try to watch the 1983 film via NetFlix, the County Library 
system, or any other means.  
 
Assignment #2: Go online and look for a recent article about wolves in North America. Print 
out the article and be ready to discuss it the first week of school. 
 
Assignment #3: Environmental Science documentary film review 
View an environmental science documentary over the summer. Use Netflix, the County Library 
system, Youtube, or any other means. Write a film review of this documentary (typed, single-
spaced, one page maximum). Be prepared to discuss this documentary the first week of school. 
 
Assignment #4: Local or State Environmental Issue report 
Find a recent article about a local environmental issue or a state environmental issue from an online 
source. “Local” means within the San Francisco Bay area or Delta region. “State” means an issue 
affecting a large part of California. Summarize the article in writing (typed, no more than a single 
page), include the article with your summary, and be prepared to discuss this issue with the class 
the first week of school.  
 
Assignment #5: National or International Environmental Issue report 
Find a recent article about a national or international environmental issue from an online source. 
Summarize the article in writing (typed, no more than a single page), include the article with your 
summary, and be prepared to discuss this issue with the class the first week of school.  
 
Turning in Assignments: 
Bring hard copies to class the first day of school in August. 
 

If you have any questions don’t hesitate to contact me @ tarbuckle@pittsburg.k12.ca.us 
 

And get signed up for AP Environmental Science Remind to receive text messages:  
Text 81010@mrarbuck 
 

Mr. Thomas B. Arbuckle 
AP Environmental Science @ PHS 
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